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the s1 was designed and engineered as a video camera. the fact that it has superb video quality is a complete afterthought. in most other areas, especially ergonomics, build quality and build safety, the s1 outshines the a7iii. sony has the best handling and ergonomics of any mirrorless system. sony has the best video of any mirrorless
system. sony has the best build quality of any mirrorless system. sony has the best overall build safety of any mirrorless system. sony has the best in-body image stabilization of any mirrorless system. sony has the best low light performance of any mirrorless system. its the best in every category. sony have been in the mirrorless

market a long time. the a7 series had been out for a long time. sony are just now catching up in the mirrorless market. their product design is outdated and out of touch. the two a7's have already been in the market for a couple of years. the a7rii will replace the a7riii. the a7riii is a mid range camera. its aimed at the mid range market
and is there to take over the gf6/gf6r. the gf6r is aimed at the entry level market and has been out for a year and a half. its aimed at lower entry level consumers. the a7riii is aimed at the mid range market and should outsell the gf6r. because of panasonic's apparent lack of interest in a more robust sdk, it's fair to assume that this
camera will also not have dlf2, or at least not until very late in its lifecycle. panasonic's stated goal is to make this camera's features as consistent as possible across all their existing models, and that makes sense, but it also ensures that there will be no improvements possible by adding firmware updates. the sony cameras always

benefit from firmware updates, and though panasonic has a lot of work ahead of them to catch up, their work on their api is more in line with sony's. it's clear that panasonic is more interested in securing a reference interface for their future products and achieving a more stable, more robust sdk, while sony is more interested in making
the best possible camera with the features that are available. in the end, neither company is particularly interested in making the other company's life more difficult.
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Sony started with the A6000 and have come a long way since then. They started at the top and have managed to get better each step of the way. Both Panasonic and Sony have CF vs FF sensors. Both have APS-C and Full Frame sensor. A good many hours have been spent on the Testers Forum comparing the systems. The Systems
used as a baseline were as follows:( well actually it was a lot more I own these systems also )at left the 3 SONY systems ( 2 PXW's and 1 FS7K ) and at right, the 2 HP platforms. I call the HP's the upper and lower platforms... As per many, the camera is just a stepping stone for Sony to make a better SLR. In fact the main reason I'm just
waiting for a 5D3 release is so that the A7II can be a standard factory option. I'm sure Sony will release a 5D3 soon enough, but I'll hold onto the old body just in case it doesn't come along. Sony is pretty terrible at marketing. Their point of view for this purchase is that the 5D3 and A7r II have not fulfilled their potential. Therefore, Sony

has come out with the A7r II instead of a 6D2. and refered to this as the 'the next step up from the 5D3' is a little frustrating. A 6D2 would have been a much better choice in my opinion. The A9 was a huge let down. The original A7 has a better AF. Its newer firmware is more responsive than the A9. My A9 doesn't have the stupid
software bug that stops autofocus. I take better exposures with A7 and 50-200... Still have my A7I have been a photographer for over 50 years and switched to Sony In 50 years I have never had a more poorly performing camera as the A7. I never enjoyed myself so much using a camera. Have always purchased P&S and used Optics.
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